
In Part 2 of this topic, we’ll examine the implementation of a sanction.  Now it’s what happens when you have made 
the decision to actually impose a warning or sanction.  Again, I will remind you to familiarize yourself with Rule 21 in 
our Rulebook.
  
It is the 1st referee’s duty to prevent the teams from approaching the sanctioning level. (so we warn before we 
sanction) Our rulebook defines this in two stages: 
 
•      Stage 1 is done by issuing a verbal warning:  Using your whistle and signal for captain, summon the captain. Once •      Stage 1 is done by issuing a verbal warning:  Using your whistle and signal for captain, summon the captain. Once 
the captain reaches you at the stand, you would say; “This is a verbal warning to your team”.   Keep the statement to 
the captain as short as possible.  With this warning, there are no cards and no registration on the score sheet.  A 
couple of examples that may require a Stage 1 warning are; a coach asking for a double hit; a player tossing the ball in 
anger – but as was mentioned in Part 1 of this topic – nothing is black and white.  Each situation is different, either of 
these situations may require more than a verbal warning.  
 
**Take your time when assessing a warning or sanction.  Wait to begin speaking until the captain actually reaches the **Take your time when assessing a warning or sanction.  Wait to begin speaking until the captain actually reaches the 
stand.  (We have a tendency to rush) Be calm, composed and polite, yet firm.  
 
•      With Stage 2, a YELLOW CARD is given to the team member(s) concerned.  Once again, using your whistle and 
signal, summon the captain and when he approaches the stand, you would say, for example: “This is a warning to your 
coach.”  This is recorded on the score sheet as a formal warning, but no point is awarded. 
 
**At this point, should there be any further misconduct by any other team member of this team, it would be sanc**At this point, should there be any further misconduct by any other team member of this team, it would be sanc-
tioned with at least a red card.  Only one yellow card is given to a team in a match.  (The only exception here is should 
one be for a delay.)  I repeat: Once a yellow card is shown, it may not be shown again to any member of the team, 
except in a delay situation.
 
•      Incorrect conduct by a team member towards officials, opponents, team-mates or spectators is classified in three 
categories according to the seriousness of the offence. (Study the Misconduct Sanction Scale on Page 67 of our 
Rulebook.)  This outlines the categories and their consequence.  For example, you will see the following breakdown of 
the first occurrence of these categories as:
Rude      ----------        Red Card   (Penalty) POINT
Offensive ----    Red & Yellow together (Expulsion)
Aggressive ---      Red & Yellow Separately (Disqualification)
 
•      A repetition of any minor misconduct would result in a Red Card penalty. Note: The 1st referee may issue a player •      A repetition of any minor misconduct would result in a Red Card penalty. Note: The 1st referee may issue a player 
a penalty for rude conduct without a previous warning – so if you feel the misconduct is serious enough, you do not 
need to give a yellow card first, but can go straight to red.  A red card is penalized with a point and service to the 
opponent.  
 
•      Red & Yellow together (Expulsion): A team member who is sanctioned by expulsion shall not play for the rest of the •      Red & Yellow together (Expulsion): A team member who is sanctioned by expulsion shall not play for the rest of the 
set, must be substituted legally and immediately if on court and must remain seated in the penalty area. An expelled 
coach loses his/her right to intervene in the set and must remain seated in the penalty area.  No point is awarded. 
 
•      Red & Yellow separately (Disqualification) A team member who is sanctioned by disqualification must be 
substituted legally if on court and must leave the Competition-Control Area for the rest of the match with no other 
consequences.  No point is awarded.
  
**If you find yourself in a situation where you have to administer a Penalty, Expulsion or Disqualification, we all know 
it’s stressful.  
 
•      Slow your actions and calm your voice.  Your emotions will be high and most probably so will the participant that 
you are dealing with.  A calm voice will calm the situation.  
 
•      Use the language from the rulebook when talking with the participant.  Take a deep breath and instruct the •      Use the language from the rulebook when talking with the participant.  Take a deep breath and instruct the 
sanctioned player to approach the referee’s stand. When the player is at the referee’s stand, show the appropriate 
card(s) saying: “I give you a penalty” or “I expel/disqualify you”.  Be sure the R2 sees and understands what sanction is 
being given and to who, as he must ensure it’s recorded on the score sheet.  
 
•      If the misconduct is for a team member not on the court: direct the game captain to the stand and say, “I give •      If the misconduct is for a team member not on the court: direct the game captain to the stand and say, “I give 
player number … (or the coach, etc.) a penalty (or “I expel/disqualify player number…or the coach)”. The team member 
must stand up and acknowledge the sanction by raising his/her hand. While the team member’s hand is raised, the 
first referee clearly displays the card(s) so that the sanction is understood.
 
•      When a penalty is assessed, really take the time to ensure that the scorer has recorded it correctly and even more •      When a penalty is assessed, really take the time to ensure that the scorer has recorded it correctly and even more 
importantly that the score is correct and the server is correct.  We all have a tendency to rush through these situations 
and in rushing, mistakes can be made.  
 
This two part ‘Weekly’ discussing Sanctions is only a very small snip of what you should know on this topic.  I hope this 
will encourage you to study further this section of our Rulebook.
You may go your entire career as a referee and never assess a Penalty, but it is important that you understand the You may go your entire career as a referee and never assess a Penalty, but it is important that you understand the 
process.  
 
Until the next toss of the coin....
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